Abstract. In this paper, we prose a method to obtain the depth map based on adaptive matching window by Integrated imaging technology. This method combines the boundary information in I1I2I3 color space and minimum threshold value of the window effectively. So that the self-adapted matching window could adjust its size and shape to improve the matching accuracy. Furthermore, in order to take advantage of multiple views of the integrated imaging, the consistency checking method is introduced into integrated imaging to reduce the false matching rate. Experimental results show that the proposed method can obtain the depth map with high accuracy.
Introduction
Depth information are widely used in the three-dimensional scene visualization, medical image processing, remote sensing and navigation. Integrated imaging is one of the three-dimensional (3D) imaging technologies based on lens array to capture incoherent light rays from different directions [1] . Stereo matching is classic problem in computer vision that obtain the depth information from view images.
The size of the matching window is an important factor affecting the quality of stereo matching [2] . Reference 10 provides a block matching based on fixed window algorithm. This method produces hypertrophy phenomenon if the size of the window is too big. Therefore, multiple window algorithm and self-adapted matching window have been proposed by many scholars. Reference 11 provides a adaptive matching window based on grey information of images without consider the color information of images, which is easy to miss the subtle boundary information.
The Principle Of Stereo Matching Based On Integrated Imaging
Acquisition Of Views Figure. 1 the relationship between the perspective and gathering position According to the principle of lens imaging, the parallel lights all along the same specific direction will be focused on the same point. As shown in figure 1 .The formation of view is to extract pixels from the same location under each lens of the lens array. Extracting a pixel point from the sub image of the corresponding lens array will get the view with low resolution, which is not conducive to the late stereo matching between the views. In order to improve the resolution of the view, the paper extract N pixels from surrounding pixels of the extracted pixels that is extract N * N pixels in horizontal and vertical direction where N is within the number of observed pixels [5] .
The Calculation Of Parallax
The similarity of matching point (i, j) in the reference image as shown in formula (1).
I 1 is assumed as reference images, Where w is matching window, D is the search scope of parallax, and K represents the R, G, B color space.
The Relationship Between The Parallax And Depth
The relationship between the parallax d and depth D of any point in space is given by [6] :
Where d is parallax of matching point,  、F is the focal length and aperture of lens respectively and  is the sampling distance between two matching views.
The Selection Of Adaptive Window
The Extraction Of The Boundary Information Building the window based on the gray information of reference image is one of adaptive window matching method. The pixel in matching image which changes dramatically are seemed as the boundary point. Then others are seemed as the non-boundary point. In order to obtain perfect outline information, we consider the I1I2I3 color information to extract the boundary information.
Because of the highly correlation between R, G, B colors, some portions with the same color will be divided into different areas [8] . I1I2I3 color space is closer to human visual and orthogonal mutually. The transforming method is given by:
(3) We use Canny operator to get the boundary information of I1, I2, I3 color space respectively because of the high SNR value and high precision, then combines the extracted results.
The Growing Mode Of The Window
To take the matching point（i,j）as center of window, search the points to the left, right, up and down in the horizontal and vertical direction until the searched point is the boundary point. The All the searching pixels are connected to form the shape of a cross.
If the matching point is belongs to non-boundary point and u v 、 d v is far less than l h 、 r h ,then increase the minimum supported window of the pixel that is increase the minimum value of
And the window re-grows according to the step (1). Otherwise, the minimum value of window is one which is obtained by step (1) .
To take the other point（u,v) which is on the vertical line of cross as center of window and growing threshold is same as step (2), search the boundary point as step (1) . The window of matching point （i,j） is formed when search all the pixels on the vertical line. As is shown in figure 2 . 
Parallax Correction
The traditional consistency checking method is to use two disparity map which is obtained by two views for correction. In the paper, the traditional consistency checking method is introduced to the Integrated imaging. In order to fully take advantage of multiple views, we use three views which are extracted at a constant interval for stereo matching. Taking the middle view as a reference image and the other two views as target images to obtain two disparity maps which is named the left disparity map and the right disparity map. The parallax value of the corresponding pixels in the two views should be the same because of the the same reference image and the sampling interval. If the parallax value of the corresponding pixels in the two views are equal to each other, then denoted as correct points. Otherwise, the pixels are denoted as mismatching points.
The correction of the parallax value is conducted in the reference image. To build a adaptive supported window at the center of the mismatching point, then search the correct point with the closest color and distance. The parallax value of the mismatching point is equal to the parallax value of the searching point. 
The Experimental Results

Summary
The size of a matching window is an important factor affecting the quality of the stereo matching. To get a robust matching window, we extract the boundary information in I1I2I3 color space which is similar to the human visual system. In order to reduce the mismatching rate, we make use of two depth map for parallax correction which are obtained by three views. The experiment results show that the proposed method can obtain an accurate depth map.
